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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

BRUCE BOND’s recent books of poetry include Cinder (Etruscan Press, 2003), The Throats of Narcissus (University of Arkansas, 2001), and Radiography (BOA, 1997).

KIM BRIDGFORD is professor of English at Fairfield University, where she also edits Dogwood. She is the author of two books, Undone and Instead of Maps.

VIC CAMILLO teaches at the University of Iowa. He wrote these poems for his friend of forty years, Barbara Asch Camillo.

SARAH L. COURTEAU is associate editor of The Wilson Quarterly. Her work has appeared in The American Scholar, Witness, Harper’s and elsewhere.


GREGORY GALLOWAY works as an internet consultant for Elevation, Inc. His novel, As Simple As Snow, was published in March 2005.

MARGARET GIBSON is the author of eight books of poetry. One Body will be published by LSU Press in 2007.


STEPHANIE IVANOFF has published poems in Chelsea, Epoch, and The Journal. A former contributor to The Iowa Review, she lives in Ann Arbor.
PICO IYER is the author of six works of nonfiction and two novels, most recently *Sun After Dark*, a collection of essays, and *Abandon*, a romance.

JOHN KINSELLA'S most recent volumes are *Peripheral Light: New and Selected Poems* (Norton, 2003), *Doppler Effect* (Salt, 2004), and *The New Arcadia* (Norton, 2005).

JOSHUA KRYAH is a Schaeffer Fellow in poetry at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. His manuscript, *Glean*, will be published by Nightboat Books in 2007.

AMY LEACH lives near Chicago and is working on a book of nature essays with jokes.

DANA LEVIN'S most recent book is *Wedding Day* (Copper Canyon Press). She teaches Creative Writing at College of Santa Fe.

PHILLIP LOPATE is the author of three essay collections and editor of the anthologies *Art of the Personal Essay*, *Writing New York*, and the forthcoming *American Movie Critics*.

TOD MARSHALL'S *Dare Say* was published in 2002. He has also published a collection of interviews with contemporary poets and a companion anthology of the poets' work.

DEBORAH T. MCGINN lives, teaches and writes in Lincoln, Nebraska. She has been published in *Plains Song Review, Fine Lines*, and *The Poet's Voice*.

DAVID MORRIS teaches at the University of Virginia. His books are *The Culture of Pain, Earth Warrior*, and *Illness and Culture in the Postmodern Age*.

LYNNE NUGENT is managing editor of *The Iowa Review*.

ERIC RAWSON lives in Los Angeles. His work has recently appeared in Slate, RiverStyx, and American Poetry Review.

F. DANIEL RZICZNEK currently teaches at Bowling Green State University. "In a Land with No Sky" is from his chapbook of prose poems, Cloud Tablets.

DAVID SHIELDS is the author of eight books, including Black Planet, a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award, and Remote, winner of the PEN/Revson Award.

ANIS SHIVANI's poetry appears in the Harpur Palate, Wasafirir, the Times Literary Supplement, Barrow Street, MARGIE, CrossConnect, Good Foot, and elsewhere.

LAUREN SLATER is the author of five works of nonfiction and one work of fiction. She is the Guest Editor for Best American Essays 2006.

SHERYL ST. GERMAIN was born and raised in New Orleans. Her memoir, Swamp Songs: The Making of an Unruly Woman, is about growing up in New Orleans.

BRIAN SWANN is the author of Algonquian Spirit: Contemporary Translations of the Algonquian Literatures of North America as well as two books of poetry.

ABIGAIL THOMAS is a writer living in Woodstock, New York.

ARTHUR VOGELSANG's books of poetry are A Planet, Twentieth Century Women, Cities and Towns, and Left Wing of a Bird.
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a venture into something literary.

Recent contributors: Lisa Glatt, Judy Budnitz, Rachel Sherman, Steve Almond, Ken Foster, Lauren Grodstein, Daphne Gottlieb, Kira Henehan and Matthew Thorburn

subscriptions: $18/year US.
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The Gihon River Review

The Gihon River Review is planning an issue on the theme of youth. Submit your original poetry (limit five poems) and fiction and creative nonfiction (limit twenty-five pages) that deal with the joys, sorrows, and challenges that accompany youth. Please mark the outside of the envelope "attn: Youth Issue." Send cover letter and SASE to: The Gihon River Review, Johnson State College, Johnson, VT 05656. Issues $5 each. Also, please visit our website at http://grr.jsc.vsc.edu.
Some highlights of 2005-6

François Camoin
Brendan Galvin
John Hollander
Colette Inez
Peter LaSalle
Steven Schwartz
Richard Selzer
Sue William Silverman
Gladys Swan
Diane Wakoski

Hotel Amerika publishes a broad range of work in all genres of creative writing, generously defined.

Hotel Amerika
360 Ellis Hall, Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio 45701
(740) 597 1360 / www.hotelamerika.net
“For those who have been moved by Ginsberg’s words, this collection serves as a stirring confirmation.”*

“The Poem That Changed America is alive on every page. Ginsberg’s ‘Howl’ calls out to who we are at any given moment: bold, driven, tormented; ecstatic, solitary, or joined in ecstasy. Ginsberg wanted us to respond in our own voices, and because each writer here does, this wonderful book is more than a tribute—it’s a collaboration with the poet himself.” —Margo Jefferson

“An absolutely indispensable revelation of how the best minds of succeeding generations considered ‘Howl. Let’s hope that this book too might change America.” —Lawrence Ferlinghetti

*Publishers Weekly  www.fsgbooks.com
Potomac Review
A Journal of Arts and Humanities

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
—Poetry: up to three poems/five pages at a time.
—Prose: (fiction/nonfiction) up to 5,000 words.
—Art: bookplates/line art/photographs; inquire first.

Please send by regular mail to: Potomac Review, 51 Mannakee Street, Rockville, MD 20851. Include SASE, brief bio, e-mail address. Response within six months. Spring/summer issue due out in May, fall/winter in November. Simultaneous submissions accepted, but not for contests (see below). Two complimentary copies for contributors; 40% discount for extra copies.


Contests: 9th Annual Fiction Contest winner will receive $500 and publication in Issue No. 40, fall/winter 2005-06. Entries must be postmarked by June 15, 2005. 10th Annual Poetry Contest winner will receive $500 and publication in Issue No. 41, spring/summer 2006. Other finalists may also be published. Poetry entries must be postmarked January, 1, 2006. No simultaneous submissions for contests. Details: www.montgomerycollege.edu/potomacreview

Subscriber Information: Sample issue $10. Year’s subscription (2 double issues) $18, $18.90 for Md. residents, two years (4 double issues) $30, $31.50 for Md. residents.

"Writers are notorious for failing to support their own. How many...buy or even read literary magazines?"
— Thomas E. Kennedy

****
The Iowa Review

PRESENTS OUR FIFTH ANNUAL CONTEST

The Iowa Review Awards

POETRY, FICTION & NONFICTION

Judges to be announced

$1000 TO EACH WINNER

Plus publication in our December 2007 issue

SUBMIT DURING JANUARY 2007

1. Submit up to 25 pages of prose (double-spaced) or 10 pages of poetry (double or single; one poem or several). Work must be previously unpublished. Simultaneous submissions are fine assuming you advise us of acceptance elsewhere. All submissions will be considered for publication in The Iowa Review.

2. Manuscripts must include a cover page listing author’s name, address, e-mail address and/or telephone number, and the title of each work, but authors’ names should not appear on the manuscripts themselves.

3. Enclose a $15 ENTRY FEE (checks payable to The Iowa Review). Add $10 (for a total of $25) to receive a yearlong subscription to the magazine.

4. Label your envelope as a contest entry, for example: “Contest: Fiction.”


6. Enclose a #10 SASE for final word on your work. Enclose a SAS postcard if you wish confirmation of our receipt of your entry.

7. NO ELECTRONIC SUBMISSIONS.
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